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OUR TREASURER’S MESSAGE
Another year has passed and WULUGU has again made a lasting impact on the education of children in Northern Ghana. 
Generous grants and donations have enabled us to provide two more new schools and substantially repaired others as 
well as raising funds providing equipment at existing schools and, importantly, for our vocational schools for girls. 

All that WULUGU has achieved over many years could not have been done without the ongoing support of both private 
individuals and other organisations who have generously supported our work. We can genuinely boast that we keep our 

administrative costs to an absolute minimum and that in the last year 98% of funds raised have 
gone straight to Ghana for building work, desks and practical equipment for girls in our Vocational 
Schools. All our helpers are volunteers and the children of Northern Ghana also owe a great debt of 
gratitude to Solomon Nachina, and his father Karimu before him, who have worked tirelessly to see 

all these projects through to completion.

I am particularly glad that many of you responded to my suggestion last year of making regular payments by standing 
order and I would encourage any of you who can to support us in this way. 

Just to indicate, what may seem a little to us can go a long way in Ghana, if 400 people were to pay just £5 a month, with 
gift aid added this could finance a new school each year to accommodate 200 children in Ghana.  Once again, on behalf of 
the impoverished communities across the north of Ghana that we are helping, many thanks for your ongoing support.  
Harold Pond

….what may seem a 
little to us can go a 
long way in Ghana…
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SANKUMPE PRIMARY SCHOOL REPAIRS 
A dangerous building given a new lease of life

In 2009, we built a 3 classroom school in Sankumpe.The school has gone from strength to 
strength. Small, timely repairs have been made by the Parent Teacher Association. 

When we visited in 2018 pupils there were terrific - keen and eager to learn. Teachers were 
enthusiastic. The school structure looked good at first glance. However, the headmaster 
pointed out that, without proper repair of a major crack, the whole building was likely to 
collapse.

The repair works involved the removal of an entire wall and rebuilding it, together with 
construction of a strong supporting pillar. At the same time we decided to change the wooden doors to termite proof metal 
and to open the brick windows to allow more light and ventilation.

We were delighted to receive funding for this work from INTO 
in November 2018 and repairs began shortly after. But the 
unseasonal and unpredictable heavy rains continually 
interfered with the normal speedy work of our team. The 
building repairs were completed in March 2019. Our team 
sometimes are magicians! A dangerous building given a new 
lease of life.

Fatima Haruna, a teacher at the school, was so delighted with 
our work that she penned the following:

The renovation of the school block has brought life back into 
our school….attracted more children to my class….when I ask 
why they now love school. They say the building is now new 
and won’t fall on them if they come. 

The replacement of open windows from the brick blocks has given 
us more ventilation allowing air to flow and reducing the heat 
making teaching and learning more effective and conducive. The 
metal doors have also increased our security. It has motivated me 
personally to love coming to school now with some sense of 
satisfaction in the sense that I will have a clean conducive 
classroom to sit in and teach. This has impacted on my lessons 
and punctuality. Thank you once more for this timely intervention.
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Fatima and her pupils

THANKS FROM GHANA
By Solomon our man-on-the-ground in Northern Ghana

WULUGU has been very lucky to have worked with a very keen and hardworking team in the United 
Kingdom and in Ghana. Thanks to the hard working Poanaba and her team who relentlessly do all they 
can to ensure the rural folks in northern Ghana get their fair share of projects to promote education and 
skill development in northern Ghana.

The Northern Region is the largest region in terms of land size in Ghana. A referendum, late last year, 
supported the split of the Northern Region into Northern, Savannah and North East regions. For 
WULUGU this split means we have our presence now in the three new competing Regions. With 
limited availability of funds the result is that WULUGU funding requests are increasing. We will 

continue to look carefully at benefits for each project and ensure that there is local support from all sectors as well as community help 
with the building work.  

As we enter a new year, we want to thank benevolent donors and prospective donors for your kind generosity in making education a 
reality to many children. We want to take this opportunity to wish you a merry Christmas and a prosperous new year and hope in the 
coming year you will continue to support us to make life a reality in this part of our world. Greetings from team Ghana and we say THANK 
YOU!       Solomon Joseph Nachina
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DISIGA NEW PRIMARY SCHOOL 
From a tin hut to a proper school in six months 

We reported in last year’s newsletter how Disiga was in desperate need of help for their 
primary school. We visited the “school” in June 2018 and found a make shift wood and 
zinc shelter with just two blackboards and a few text books that the teacher took home 
each night on his bike.


We were delighted to be told of funding of £15,000 for approximately half of this work from 
Clive and Sylvia Richards Charity, on March 2019. The remainder came from one very 
welcome donation from The 
Laing Foundation and from 
smaller donations. Norwich 
Cathedral Alms Committee and 
long-term supporter David 
Yarham helped pay for desks. 

Before the end of April block 
moulding was in progress. The community helped in every way 
possible. Village women carried soil, stones and water. Villagers 
gave the masons accommodation. 

Overall, the project went smoothly: a six month construction 
period and finishing on time (September ready for the next 
school term) and budget.

GUOMO - A NEW SCHOOL ALMOST COMPLETE
Another stepping stone with communities that want to help themselves

Although a school existed in Guomo, it was in name 
only, as there were no permanent buildings - just one 
classroom in a convent and two outside  “cages” for 
pupils.

In June this year we were relieved to hear that the 
funding we had been struggling to find to build this school had been granted. Funding 
for the whole project was kindly received from Fondation Eagle

Built to or our exacting standards, developed over many years, the building is expected 
to last for at least 30 years, much longer with timely repairs.

From the start, villagers turned up to carry gravel and water. They were all excited 
about the school. The District Chief Executive actually cried with happiness when he 
visited—he said that this was beyond what he had dreamed for.

We are proud that WULUGU is seen as a key part of the improvement in the lives of many thousands, and Guomo is 
another stepping stone as we work with communities who do what they can to help themselves.

A SPECIAL NOTE OF THANKS
I want to take this opportunity to greet you all and to express our sincere gratitude to the WULUGU and its partners in the 
hard work, sacrifice and tenacity in the execution of projects in rural Ghana.The impact of these have tremendously 
increased the literate level of our youth and children and over the next few years to come we will boast of well-trained 
professionals in all endeavours and skills. WULUGU goes where most Organisations won’t go and will always encourage 
applicants not to despair.

At Guomo we applied to WULUGU in 2015 and finally in 2019 the long wait is over as we have our six-classroom block built 
to the best of quality standard with reinforcements to withstand the weather and porous nature of our soil. Your work is a 
saviour to the hundreds and thousands lives that would but for your intervention might not have had the opportunity to see 
the hope and opportunity they have today. We pray for long live and continued support. 

On behalf of the chief, elders, PTA and the children of Guomo we say thank you and wish you all the best in your 
endeavours in the years ahead.    Mr Alhassan Lansa 

(Mr Lansa teaches maths and helps the community where he can)
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THE JOY OF RECEIVING LETTERS OF THANKS 

We usually have letters of thanks from the schools and 
communities we help. For the most remote villages, this 
is not a straightforward task. Paper is short, and getting 
the letter to us a challenge.

This letter thanks us for desks and toilets at Koldani (see 
page 7), an impoverished village adjacent to Mole Game 
Reserve, is written from the heart and was completely 
unexpected. But more than that, it shows why we work 
with these highly neglected communities. The villagers 
treat us as friends, not as charity workers. They meet 
each day’s challenge with enthusiasm joy and hope.

We have been working hard to considerably improve 
schooling, as we have achieved at Koldani, all around 
the Mole Game Reserve. This is reducing the poaching 
that was having such a devastating impact on the 
wildlife. But there is still more to do. Working in this 
remote district is not without problems.

Alhaji wrote this letter to us on his retirement. It brought 
me more joy than I can express. While we know that our 
achievements, thanks to the wonderful people who work 
with us, are amazing, it is good that this is recognised by 
beneficiaries. How I wish that those that hand out large 
sums of money to large charities would, just for once, be 

brave enough to recognise that our track record means much more than glossy adverts and expensive fund-raisers.   
Lynne Symonds

JANE’S (SOLOMON’S WIFE) GRADUATION 
Congratulations to Solomon’s wife Jane in graduating in the spring with a 
Masters in Mathematics Education! Solomon is our man-on-the-ground in Ghana and 
is the son of Karimu Nachina, co-founder of WULUGU with Lynne.

This is a tremendous achievement. Jane is a leading Maths teacher, breadwinner and 
Mum to four young children. WULUGU owes her a lot in supporting Solomon in his 
work.

WALEWALE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
New Catering Equipment

All Saints Educational Trust have 
supported us for many years. This photo 
shows how much their help with the 
Catering Course at Walewale Vocational 
School is appreciated and how it is 
being used. To be successful the 
students need to be familiar with hotel-
style catering. This is quite alien   for 
them, but using this equipment is vital if 
they are to find employment in hotels 
and guest houses. Walewale was our 
first vocational school. It is also our 
largest and finding the necessary 
equipment for practical work is often 
difficult. 
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A FEW MORE THANKS…..

Space does not permit thanking everyone…..however, a few particular thanks are due: 
• Thanks to Little Melton Mothers’ Union for hosting a summer garden meeting for their members in the lovely home of 

Margot Markham . Jane was invited to attend, and received a generous donation of  £125. We do really appreciate 
continuing support from groups like this all over the country.

• Thanks to Seaburn Rotary for Moringa Trees. The Moringa trees that Seaburn Rotary gave to Kokpeng and Kpilo village 
families are thriving, providing highly nutritious meals and well-documented protection against diabetes as well as 
improving health during pregnancy. This is a low-cost scheme, most worth-while.

• Wymondham and Sunderland Rotaries who raised funds to help build Disiga(see page  3).
• Vassili Philippov, Melscience, generously contributed £500 to help build Disiga (see page 3). Lynne met Vassili at the 

annual meeting of the Association for Science Education.
• Elizabeth and Peter Glen-Smith, who live beside the Thames in Shepperton, invited friends and neighbours to their home 

to hear about Wulugu Project. It was a glorious afternoon and Jane was able to give a 
short update on Wulugu Project and how the lives of so many families had been 
changed.  A magnificent collection of £312 was donated, most of which was gift aided 
under the new ‘small donations ’ scheme.

TRADE AID BOXES - A SKELETON GOES TOO! 
Wonderful Trade Aid sent fifteen tailoring kits to our 
Vocational Schools in February. Of all the courses we 
run, the tailoring are by far the most popular and 
successful. 

Once the girls leave our schools, they are fully equipped 
to set up their very own small local business. This 
ensures that their families will never go hungry and all 
their children will go to school. 

With this shipment, we also sent five computers from 
ITschoolsafrica together with a printer, much needed by 
Savelugu Vocational School. A special thanks to Stephen 
Palmer and Alan Geeson for helping with the transport 
and transfers in the UK. Our next ten tailoring kits 
should reach Walewale Vocational School in Ghana in 
early 2020, along with a skeleton for the new Medical 
School in Tamale (see page 6)! 

Growing numbers of students at our Vocational Schools 
means that we need more equipment - such as computers and catering equipment. Thanks to those 
who help with that. You are amazing! Can you help?

If you are having an event, and think that your friends might be 
interested, Jane Scott our Chair would be delighted to be invited, 
for the price of a cup of tea and a scone!

THANKS TO “JIM” - JUST ONE OF OUR AMAZING SUPPORTERS
We want to thank everyone who has helped us. We can’t do that, but have just picked out Jim, one example 
of our wonderful supporters—those who really make things happen. Jim is the last person to want us to write 
about him. So we have changed his name—but you know who you are! xx 

Many years ago, Margaret, Jim’s wife, heard an interview about us on local radio. She was a cheery, caring and 
thoughtful lady and we were delighted when she began to help with donations when she could. Margaret 
enjoyed hearing about how we spent her donations. We were greatly saddened when she died, far too soon. 

From that time, Jim, has quietly continued Margaret’s support. When some of her jewellery was sold, we were 
able to use the proceeds to help build a school. At that time we had no idea that we would go on to the large 
number of projects that exist today.  Jim has become a dear friend and happily sends a monthly donation, as 
well as sometimes a larger sum.  His significance to us extends far beyond the money. We are strengthened by 
his faith in us as we are by all who trust us to make the best possible use of their help. 

Lynne wearing a dress 
woven and tailored by 
a n e x W U L U G U 
Vocational School girl 
with a successful shop 
in Tamale.
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WULUGU’S “GOD MOTHER” SCHOOL, HETHERSETT OLD HALL, CLOSES 
Lynne, WULUGU’s founder, looks back at the birth of WULUGU and the “god mother” role of Hethersett Old Hall 

School which closed in 2019. 

Some of you will know of the history of WULUGU.  It began in Japan in 1993 when I met Karimu Nachina. I was working at 
an independent girls’ boarding school: Hethersett Old Hall School. 

Karimu told me about his efforts to encourage  girls in Northern Ghana to be able to access education. He had opened a 
school in Wulugu. He described how girls travelled long distances, had no safe place to stay and the concerns of 
pregnancies and disastrous abortions. We decided to try linking his girls with ours. I found that the letters from Wulugu 
girls really encouraged ours to want to learn and understand more. Karimu reported increased interest in school from 
girls, and better attendance. 

One of the Wulugu students wrote asking if we had any books to throw away, could they have them? So we sent a 
container full of books to stock their empty library. This became the ‘Lynne Symonds Library’ and still is part of the 
school. At the same time, we raised funds for the girls’ hostel. Then we sent more books, desks, sports and science 
equipment and so WULUGU was born with the help of god mother Old Hall! 

Sadly, in August 2019, it was announced that Old Hall would close as it had too few students. Paradoxically, Wulugu school 
is hugely successful going from 40 to almost 2,000 pupils - half of them girls. Wulugu school head and our Ghana team sent 
a letter expressing their sadness. 

Dear Poanaba (Lynne’s name in Northern Ghana) 

WULUGU started on the back of hope into the unknown…..with so many encouraging letters from Hethersett Old Hall 
girls of not giving up, Wulugu school has grown from a small number of 40 to almost 2,000….so many girls have since 
graduated…with professions ranging from teaching, nursing and accounting…the list goes on. 

Thanks to Hethersett Old Hall, WULUGU was born and now a beacon of hope to so many children who would have never 
seen the light of day in getting education, girls who would have been married off early are being educated and given 
skills for the future…communities are improved and opened up…WULUGU has over the years built and supported over 
one hundred and fifty schools…over 2 million lives affected directly and indirectly by our activities. 

Our hearts have been shred to pieces on hearing that our god mother Hethersett 
Old Hall is closing down…..our existence will continue to remember our debt to 
our friends in England. We wish to take this opportunity to thank you for the 
opportunity to exist and all the good that has come through WULUGU… 

A NEW LIFE FOR LYNNE’S SKELETON 
“SAM” 

A skeleton affectionately known as “Sam”, 
used for teaching, was left by Lynne many 
years ago at Hethersett Old Hall School. Now 
returned to Lynne the skeleton will have a 
new life at Tamale medical school in Northern 
Ghana. 


Thanks to Trade 
Aid Sam is now on 
h i s w a y , i n a 
c o n t a i n e r w i t h 
Trade Aid boxes, 
to Northern Ghana 
(see page 5).


Coincidentally the 
o w n e r o f t h e 
company who help 
us with Trade Aid 
transport, is called 
“Sam”!

DESK BUILDING
Two Schools Sitting Pretty for years to come

We were extremely pleased to receive £4,000 help from 
Kitchen Table Charitable Trust for desks at Koldani and 
Boamasa. The schools will be ‘sitting pretty’ for years to 
come! We have made it clear to the heads that they must be 
diligent in caring for desks and carry out any repairs that 
become necessary in a timely way.
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HOW CAN TOILETS PROMOTE EDUCATION? 
Over 620 million children worldwide lack a basic sanitation service at their schools. Northern Ghana is no exception to this 
lack of sanitation, as most schools have no facilities. WULUGU is trying to change this and has recently completed toilet 
facilities at Larabanga and Koldani (see below).

A lack of access to proper sanitation facilities poses a huge barrier to education as children frequently miss school due to 
hygiene-related diseases. Additionally, lack of sanitation and clean water act is a huge barrier to girls continuing in 
education, particularly after they start menstruating. Embarrassment and lack of sanitary products mean that girls stay away 
from school for about one week in four and therefore fall behind in their studies. They often give up and miss out on the 
benefits of education.

Better hygiene is achieved by more than just simply having toilet facilities. Education is needed to overcome traditions and 
cultural attitudes and even simple hand washing has to be learned. We have found in Bowina, Murugu, Kokpeng and 
Lukula, where we have built toilets, attendance is improved and the girls remain in the school and complete their education. 
The attendance of female staff also improves. We would like to build toilets in all our older schools that have none….maybe 
you can help us?

KOLDANI TOILET BLOCK
We were extremely pleased to receive £6,000 help from KTCT for a toilet block at 
Koldani, one of our most remote village schools. One cubicle was specially adapted 
to serve students or staff with mobility issues.

It is unfortunate that 
t r i b a l u n r e s t , a 
common feature of 
N o r t h e r n G h a n a , 
reached a peak at the 
same t ime as the 
weather made reaching Koldani virtually impossible. This was 
unforeseeable and our team deserve praise for their attempts. 

A two month wait had to be allowed before work could 
commence. Hence completion was delayed but the work was 
completed within budget. The women were very supportive 
during this time as they supplied water and food for the 
workers. The Chief also provided accommodation for them to 
lay their heads and ensured maximum protection in the days 
where there were rumours of tribal unrest.

LARABANGA NEW SANITATION FACILITIES: DYNAMITE NEEDED!
In our newsletter last year we reported on the completion of school extensions with three new classrooms with potential for 
360 pupils. Thanks toThe Hilden Charitable Trust, with a grant of £6,000, Larabanga Junior High school now has toilets, 
including provision for disabled girls.

The much needed toilets at Larabanga were difficult to build. We were aware of a rock layer from earlier work here. We 
managed to complete on time and budget but dynamite was needed to blast the foundations for the toilet!

The new toilet block and water tank
Dynamite needed! A mining company helped us 

with dynamite for the foundations

Specially adapted and raised toilet

Mike Child
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BLACK WOMEN IN BUSINESS AWARDS (BWB AWARDS)
As reported in last year’s newsletter WULUGU was honoured to have been nominated 
as BWB Awards “Charity of the Year”. BWB Awards, set up in January 2018, aims to 
increase the visibility of successful black women in businesses, in both the private and 
public sector, within Great Britain.

We were again chosen in 2019 and Jane was honoured to represent WULUGU at the 
magnificent award ceremony, held in the Mayfair Hotel London.  Getrude Acheampong, 

founder of the organisation, had learned of WULUGU and appreciated the work we do with young women - giving them 
income generating skills, including entrepreneurship and mentoring in our vocational schools so they can set up their own 
businesses. This fits very well with BWB own ethos. Getrude gave us a slot to talk briefly to the gathering and to donate the 
proceeds of the raffle to WULUGU. Jane attended this most glamorous occasion in her Ghanaian dress, made by the girls 
from Savelugu Vocational School.

TWO WULUGU HEADS RECEIVE ALEXANDER AWARD 
Earlier this year WULUGU was delighted to hear that two of its head teachers 
were to receive this award for 2018: Cynthia (Principal Savelugu Vocational 
School) and Marcelena (Principal of Sawla Vocational School). The 

Alexander Award is an annual award and prize given by the Association of Science for Education (ASE) and funded by the 
Alexander family. It is awarded “for a woman, or group of women who has made a significant contribution to the scientific, 
mathematical or technological education of girls, or women, in situations of scarce resources”.

The award citations included:
“…for outstanding contribution in working to improve lives across Northern Ghana 
by enabling girls to understand how to use technology, science and numeracy in 
order to develop a locally marketable skill …worked with determination and 
imagination to enable the most disadvantaged girls to benefit…”

The award ceremony took place in Accra at the British Council on 27th May 2019. 
Cynthia made a speech in reply to receiving the award:

“I took over the administration of Savelugu Vocational School in September, 
2013 with ten teachers and twelve students…..currently we have thirteen 
teachers and eighty students. Infrastructure has tremendously improved with 
two additional classrooms, a staff room, refurbished principal’s office, general 
office and well equipped fashion and designing department, catering 
department and a girls’ hostel….. 

The institute offers the following programs: Fashion Designing Technology, 
Hospitality and Catering Management, Creative Arts Technology and Certificate II in Business Studies (Secretarial 
option). 

I am working hard to ensure that the school becomes absorbed into a full-fledged second cycle institution to help 
increase the enrolment and also enable girls to upgrade themselves into higher institutions of learning such as Technical 
Universities and Polytechnics…… 

Our vision is to create an enabling environment for the acquisition of employable skills. Our core values are integrity, 
commitment, pursuit of excellence, hard work and teamwork.  THANK YOU!”

THE 100 CLUB UPDATE
Another year has passed and we are so grateful to our loyal supporters who pay into our 100 Club. For less than the cost of 
a cup of coffee every week you could provide support for a range of WULUGU activities in Northern Ghana. We do not 
waste a penny of your donations but provide a steady income for a wide range of projects.

Please join us by filling in the insert form to pay by standing order as it saves us money for stationery for reminders!
Alternatively please send your £12 to: Mary Williams, White House Farm, Church Road, South Burlingham, NR13 4EU. We 
would be delighted to add you to our list and send you a number.   
 Mary Williams
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